Chevy 350 engine diagram parts

Small block chevy - those three words quite literally reflect decades of hot rodding history. If
there is one part of car culture that no matter what style you enjoy have heard about - it is the
legendary small block chevy engines that found their way between the frame rails of literally
anything! This common power plant is backed with a plethora of aftermarket add-ons, OE
reproductions, and a passionate group of loyalists that can find no wrong in this GM engine. On
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diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical
circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their
relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a production project or
in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans.
The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits
and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the
installation has been appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety
regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position and arrangement of devices
and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a
schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram
usually does not correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A
pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. Chevy
Engine Schematics show the circuit flow with its impression rather than a genuine
representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine
a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the
help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines.
However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Home current Contact
Copyright Privacy Search. Securely Verified. An important step performed in every engine
rebuild is selecting replacements for worn or defective parts. Trying to pick the best parts is an
awesome task, considering the seemingly endless variety of substitutes available for virtually
every piece in a typical engine. The task is even more crucial if your goal is to increase engine
performance. The range of performance components is truly staggering. A simple decision to
modify one component may require other alteration s to other components or systems. For
instance, it would be fruitless to put a mechanical-secondary performance carburetor on an
engine that will be driven on the street, or to put a racing intake manifold with large runners on
cylinder heads with small intake ports, etc. In each of these examples, improving one specific
areaâ€”in this case a portion of the induction systemâ€” would be a waste of money and effort.
If you want to gain more performance by improving induction efficiency, you must be prepared
to improve complementary aspects of the engine, or the result may produce less power and use
more fuel than if you used stock components. Select each component based on the best advice
often available from your machine shop , common sense, and a good dose of cold logic.

Remember, a simple decision to modify one component may require another, perhaps several,
alteration s to obtain the benefits your are looking for. However, in these instances the
modifications corrected a specific limitation in the engine. What is very difficultâ€”virtually
impossibleâ€”is for an amateur engine builder to select a group of components and predict that
the final result will be an improvement in engine function. There are now companies such as
Edelbrock and Holley that put together complete performance packages with a specific
carburetor and intake matched to a camshaft and even cylinder heads. Then make well-thought
out decisions to achieve the desired results. Selecting the components that give you the most
for your money is a major part of this plan. Finally, all parts must be on hand well before final
assembly, so that pre-assembly fitting and clearance checks can be performed to verify the
compatibility of every component in the engine. Many engine components have improved
dramatically over the past several years. The rod and main bearings that sit on the shelves of
parts stores today are the result of nearly years of development. As long as the bearings are
properly installed in the block and the cam is not bent, cam bearings will last just about forever.
When your crank returns from the grinder and the size of the journals is known usually. While
every engine builder has his own preferences, most major brand name bearings provide
excellent service. This refers to the number of underlayers of metal that are used to
manufacture the bearing. Most believe that tri-metal bearings can withstand greater loads and
are less likely to suffer from Babbitt separation. Cam bearings are usually a simple, soft Babbitt
bearing. Because the cam turns at one-half engine speed and is subjected to only a fraction of
the load of rod or main bearings, virtually any cam bearing will work fine. However, over the
normal life span of an engine, the chain stretches enough to affect the cam timing. During every
rebuild, the stock chain should be replaced or upgraded. Never use upper sprockets with
nyloncoated teeth. If the stock upper and lower gears are in good shape a rarity , they can be
reused, but always replace the chain. The single row Cam drive chain used in production
engines is adequate for many applications but never use upper sprockets with nylon-coated
teeth. Offset bushings can also be used to vary cam timing. The most durable chain drive is the
double-row set, often called a double-roller chain. These are available from several
manufacturers. The Milodon chain drive bottom also has an upper sprocket machined for a
Torrington thrust bearing. The block requires no additional machine work to accept the Milodon
drive. If you elect to upgrade the cam drive, the most common choice is a double-row chain,
often called a double-roller chain. Specialty chain drives are available from several aftermarket
sources, including Cloyes, Milodon, Iskenderian Cams, Comp Cams, Crower, and others. Most
of these specialty drives come as a matched set and include one-piece steel upper and lower
sprockets and a high-strength chain. The lower sprockets are often broached with multiple key
ways, allowing the cam timing to be easily advanced or retarded typically 4 degrees. The few
extra dollars spent for one of these rugged drives can add significant reliability. Many racing
engines are fitted with gear drives. There are several unique designs available, and most of
them provide extremely high engine speedsâ€” where a chain drive tends to stretch and retard
cam timing. The downside is their high cost and audible gear noise, although some gear drives
are designed for non-racing applications and are nearly silent. The stock stamped-steel chain
cover does an adequate job in most stock or performance applications. Racing or custom
engines are often fitted with specialty cast-aluminum chain covers. These super-sturdy covers
do not distort as easily as production covers, providing a positive oil seal. A cam bumper is
simply a needleroller assembly attached to the front of the upper cam sprocket. However, the
thrust action may push the bumper forward with sufficient force to bend a stamped cover or,
especially in an endurance engine, the thrust bumper may actually wear through or crack the
cover. A stock cover can be reinforced to resist cam thrust, but a stout cast-aluminum
coverâ€”used with a cam bumperâ€”eliminates the problem entirely. Selecting camshaft and
valvetrain components is one of the most important decisions affecting overall engine
performance and durability. High-performance street cams and racing profiles are as common
as dust. Cam selection is one area where the builder can, in a sense, put his personal signature
on the engine. If you want to build a high performance street engine, limit maximum valve lift to.
Most of the major cam companies have excellent catalogs that contain helpful selection guides,
or you can telephone the cam maker of your choice and discuss the selection with one of their
experts. Milodon Products offers a variety of timing chain and gear sets. These small thrust
bumpers attach to the cam sprocket and contacts the inside of the timing chain cover to reduce
forward movement of the cam which causes inherent timing variations. A stock timing chain
cover would flex and eventually fail so a stout cast cover would need to be used, such as this
one offered by Milodon as well. Lifter design and camshaft profiles are designed to work as a
set; they should never be switched. The hydraulic lifter left is the most common design while
the hydraulic roller pair middle is used on many late model applications. This kit from Comp

Cams contains a cam, lifters, valvesprings, retainers, seals, and a timing chain gear set. After
you select a suitable profile, consider purchasing a complete cam kit, which usually includes
lifters, valvesprings, retainers, and accessories. When you buy a kit, the manufacturer usually
makes certain you have compatible pieces. When choosing a cam, remember these basic
guidelines. In the not-too-distant past, solid lifters were considered more reliable in
performance engines, but they require periodic adjustment of the operating clearance also
called lash adjustment. However, modern high-bleed-rate hydraulic lifters operate well at
relatively high RPM, and they do not require bothersome lash adjustments. Most cam
manufacturers now offer special cams designed for hydraulic roller lifters. These lifters
combine the best of both worlds. The roller also eliminates the difficulties associated with
inadequate camshaft lubrication during initial engine startup. Carburetor selection is a science
unto itself. If you wish to study carb selectionâ€”and functioningâ€”in detail there are some
excellent books available from S-A Design. The initial decision, however, boils down to staying
with the stock-type carb, substituting an aftermarket replacement, or possibly, opting for a
fuel-injection system. If smog regulations limit your selection to stock equipment, you should
purchase a suitable replacement or, at the very least, carefully rebuild the old carb to make
certain the new engine has the benefit of optimum fuel-air mixtures. The selection of aftermarket
performance carburetors is dominated by three highly respected brand names: Holley,
Edelbrock, and Demon by Barry Grant. The Edelbrock Performer. If you liked this article you will
LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.
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